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HOPE E-news Bulletin 2022 #07 --- July 2022
The following items have been gathered from various e: newsletters received by HOPE in recent times; and/or prepared
specifically by HOPE members and supporters. If you have any news to contribute, please forward to
office@hopeaustralia.org.au . Deadline for articles is 15th day of the month.

Editorial
Happy July, everyone!
With winter well underway now, we have prepared some insightful reading material for you as you get warm and cozy
for hibernation mode! This month we discuss sustainability of our finite resources and preservation of our natural
environment through lifestyle changes, community efforts and national programmes.
Quite fittingly, it is Plastic Free July (1-31) so don’t forget your reusable bags, refillable cups, and avoid those prepackaged fruit and veg as we try and reduce plastic pollution in our environment. This month is also Schools Tree
Day (29) and National Tree Day (31), so let’s clean the air, restore habitats, and improve our mental health by planting
a tree!
I hope these articles get you thinking and as always, we would like to hear your thoughts.
Stay warm,
Daniela Dal’Castel, Newsletter Editor – HOPE Inc.

2022 Environmental Observances
July
1-31
26
29
31
31

Plastic Free July
World Mangrove Day
Schools Tree Day
World Ranger Day
National Tree Day

August
Landcare Week (TBC)
13-21 National Science Week
16-22 Keep Australia Beautiful Week
19
World Humanitarian Day
September
1-31 National Biodiversity Month
1
National Wattle Day
National Walk to Work Day (TBC)
7
National Threatened Species Day
9
National Bilby Day (Charleville Bilby Festival)
12-18 National Organic Week
16 International Day for the Preservation of the Ozone Layer
22 World Car-Free Day
25 World Rivers Day
29 International Day of Awareness on Food Loss and Waste Reduction
29 World Maritime Day

General Articles
How households and small business can become more sustainable
By Lauren Dogan, HOPE researcher NSW
It is generally understood that achieving significant progress against the challenges of sustainability, action is needed
at various levels from the international through to local action, down to that of the individual. International agreements
and initiatives such as the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are an urgent call for action by all
developed and developing countries to collaborate in global partnership for the health and wellbeing of all people and
the planet. The UN’s 17 sustainable goals were adopted by all UN Member States in 2015 as part of the 2030 Agenda
for Sustainable Development which sets out a plan to achieve the Goals by 2030 (UN Sustainable Development
Goals, 2022).

UN Sustainable Development Goals, 2022
Read more here: https://sdgs.un.org/goals
While companies and state-owned entities are responsible for more than half of global industrial emissions since
1988 (Carbon Majors Report, 2020), individuals can still make a difference at broader geographical and organisational
levels. These are individuals at the micro-level who are key decision makers in government and business, individuals
who educate classes of students or direct educational policy and individuals who communicate through the traditional
and social medias and therefore influence wider societal opinion (Molthan-Hill et al., 2020, para.2). More than half of
the global population now lives in cities (Wigginton et al., 2016). With global urban population expected to increase
by two to three billion this century, wealth-driven development has been identified as one of the key causes of energy
demand and climate change (Creutzig et al., 2015).
Read more here: https://climateaccountability.org/carbonmajors.html
Understanding zero energy, zero carbon and
carbon positive homes
The development of high-performance buildings
and urban areas is imperative due to improved
environmental goals. In most cases, the drive
comes from voluntary development by different
participators in the building industry and by
municipalities that strive to reach sustainable
solutions for cities and neighbourhoods (Wall,
2017, para.1). A zero-energy (or net zero
energy) home is when a building produces as
much renewable energy as it needs. These
homes have an energy-efficient thermal shell
and appliances and when joined with renewable
energy systems, over one year their total energy production minus their total energy use equals zero (Wall, 2017,

para. 10). Zero carbon homes release no net carbon dioxide into the atmosphere during their operation. The zero
carbon definition focuses on carbon emissions resulting from a home’s energy use. It does not include the ‘embodied
carbon’ in the building (though this may be offset too) (Pipkorn et al., 2020). Carbon positive (sometimes called climate
positive) homes produce more renewable energy than the home uses, exporting the excess to the grid. Carbon
positive homes move beyond the zero carbon benchmark by making additional ‘positive’ energy contributions. Over
a year, they produce more renewable energy on site than the home requires, and feed that excess back into the grid
(Pipkorn et al., 2020). By reducing emissions, zero energy, zero carbon and carbon positive homes can play an
important part in helping to slow the rate and impact of climate change.
Read more here: https://www.yourhome.gov.au/live-adapt/zero-carbon

Lifestyle changes
Changes to your behaviour can reduce your energy use and help you to achieve more sustainable homes
• Turn your thermostat up a few degrees in summer
and down a few degrees in winter to reduce your
heating and cooling costs by around 20%.
• Buy energy-efficient appliances
• Turn off lights when you leave the room
• Switch off appliances and equipment at the plug
when not in use.
• Switch to low-carbon transport options like walking,
cycling or public transport.
• Consider car share options
• If replacing your car, consider an electric vehicle you
can charge with renewable electricity.
• An e-bike may be an alternative to a second car
To improve thermal comfort and reduce energy use
• In summer - open windows at night and on cooler days
• In winter - close doors to create a heating zone and do not heat unused rooms.
• At night in winter - draw the curtains to keep the heat in.
• In summer - operate or erect external shading
To save water and energy used to heat water
• Replace showerheads and taps with water efficient models
• Take shorter showers
• Wash clothes in cold water
• Leave mixer taps in the cold position.
Consider the greenhouse gases mounting from the products you purchase, consume, and dispose
• Compost food and garden wastes to reduce the production of greenhouse gases such as methane in landfill.
• Grow some of your own food and incorporate more plant-based foods in your diet.
• Purchase food, products, and other services that have not been highly processed, transported long
distances, kept in storage and overpackaged.
• Minimise waste from packaging and materials — ‘refuse, reduce, reuse, recycle’.
• Reduce the purchase of non-essential products. Buy only durable, quality goods you really need from
certified sustainable (for example, Good Environmental Choice Australia) and socially preferred (for example,
Fairtrade) sources.
Read more here: https://www.yourhome.gov.au/live-adapt/zero

Small and medium businesses can become more sustainable by
considering the impact the business has on the environment and
the communities in which it operates. There are multiple benefits
of businesses becoming more sustainable, not only in running
the business more efficiently and effectively but also reducing
financial costs (Dee, 2006).

Tips for small business
Reduce meeting costs
• Make a phone call instead of holding a meeting
• Send an email rather than posting
• Conduct virtual meetings to save the cost of making business trips.
Minimise using materials
• Archive computer files rather than print files
• Advertise on your website rather than in brochure
• Email your promotional material rather than posting it.
Reduce waste
• Re-use old envelopes
• Have staff use their own mugs
• Get printer cartridges refilled not replaced
• Buy recycled stationery supplies
Recycle it
• Check with council on recycling in your area and then recycle everything you can't reuse
• Set up recycling bins in locations staff will use them.
• Hold a regular staff office book, clothing or DVD swap day
Turn it off
• Switch off lights, computers, printers, and appliances at the power point when not in use
Outsource it
• Reduce your server needs and cut power costs by using cloud computing services (web-based data
storage)
• Use virtual office services or outside contractors rather than expand office space
Reduce it
• Turn down the air conditioner - lowering the temperature just one degree on a hot day can increase your
energy costs by 10 per cent.
• Use cut-out switches to cut out standby power usage
• Install automatic lighting sensors
• Chose green energy providers
• Choose hybrid cars for your fleet vehicles.
• Run office dishwashers when full
• Fix leaky taps and reducing the hot-water temperature setting.
• Set up a sustainable supply policy and guidelines
Read more here:
• https://www.greenbiz.com/article/prioritizing-planet-11-ways-small-businesses-can-become-more-ecofriendly
• https://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/questions/making-small-business-more-sustainable

ecoBiz
ecoBiz is a free Queensland Government funded program
delivered by the Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Queensland (CCIQ). The program provides personal
coaching, site surveys, training, and tools to small and
medium sized businesses to help improve resource efficiency
and environmental sustainability while reducing operating
costs. In 2018–2019, certified ecoBiz partners reduced their
energy and water usage by 31%, and waste by 36 %.
Collectively, they reduced operating costs by almost $2.6
million.
Find out more: https://ecobiz.cciq.com.au/
Air travel
The Global Aviation Industry produces around 2.1% of all human-induced carbon dioxide
CO2. emissions (Air Transport Action Group (ATAG), 2022). An economy-class return flight
from London to New York emits an estimated 0.67 tonnes of CO2 per passenger, according
to the calculator from the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO).To calculate carbon
dioxide emissions from air travel:
Read more here: https://www.icao.int/environmental-protection/CarbonOffset

Carbon Footprint Calculator
The Australian household average is 15 to 20 tonnes of CO2.
About 20 per cent of Australia's carbon footprint comes from
household emissions (Fitzgerald, 2022). According to UN
Environment's latest Emissions Gap Report, lifestyle
emissions in wealthy countries will have to be cut to 2-2.5
tonnes of CO2 per person to limit global warming to 1.5
degrees Celsius. How we commute to work, what we buy at
the grocery shop, and our lifestyle choices contribute to our
personal carbon footprint. Everything we do has an impact.
This carbon footprint calculator by Carbon Positive Australia is custom designed for Australians to help understand
an individual’s carbon footprint and provides facts, tips, and practical steps to reduce and offset your emissions to
help combat climate change.
Read more here: https://carbonpositiveaustralia.org.au/calculate/
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
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Interesting Fact:

Environmental Defenders Office (EDO) - www.edo.org.au
By Jess Lyons, HOPE researcher Qld
The largest environmental legal centre in the Australia-Pacific, Environmental Defenders Office (EDO) is a national
accredited community legal service, non-governmental organisation and not-for-profit focussed on protecting
Australia’s wildlife, people and places. It makes justice accessible, brings innovative litigation and leads advocacy for
law reform. With eight offices across the nation, the EDO works with farmers, Traditional Owners, conservation
groups, and everyday people, particularly in rural and regional areas.
EDO is active in defending communities, places and wildlife against mining
operations with wins such as Adani, New Acland, and Shenhua mines. To its credit,
it also tackles issues such as land clearing and species protection.
Mid-2021, the EDO represented the Environmental Centre NT (ECNT) in judicial
review proceedings in the Federal Court. The EDO challenged Minister Keith Pitt’s
decision to give the first grants from the $50 million Beetaloo Cooperative Drilling
Program to Imperial Oil and Gas, which would support three new exploration wells
in the region. Fracking in the Beetaloo Basin could lead to an increase in Australia’s
annual greenhouse gas emissions of 13% on 2020 levels without generating
economic benefit.
The EDO argued that the Minister was required to make reasonable inquiries into a range of matters, such as the
impacts of exploration on climate change, before giving Imperial a large amount of taxpayer money. At the end of
2021, the Federal Court found that the decision to grant $21 million to Imperial Oil and Gas was invalid, but that the
Minister was not required to consider the risks of climate change in his decision. Elaine Johnson, Director of Legal
Strategy at EDO, noted that “the door has been left open for climate risks to be considered in other decisions around
the use of public funds for fossil fuel projects.”
The EDO has also represented the Oakey Coal Action Alliance (OCAA) in the
Darling Downs region of Southeast Queensland, in its opposition to the expansion
of the New Acland coal mine since 2015. In 2021, the OCAA and EDO achieved a
landmark win in Australia’s High Court, leading to a Land Court rehearing. In
December 2017, the Queensland Land Court recommended that Stage 3 of New
Acland Coal’s thermal coal mine be refused unless new environmental conditions
are put on the project by the government. These potential restrictions place
important safeguards for the community if the mine is to go ahead.
The EDO regularly publishes reports, with the most recent being Implementing effective independent Environmental
Protection Agencies in Australia. Updates on the work of the EDO can be found on their website or in a newsletter
subscription located on the organisation’s webpage - www.edo.org.au/sign-up-to-edo-news-insight-bulletin

Queensland News
The Bimblebox Alliance (TBA) Inc. - www.bimblebox.org
The Bimblebox Alliance(TBA) Inc. was founded in 2014 with the following
objectives:
-

to protect the natural environment;
to conserve the natural values of the Bimblebox Nature Refuge;
to conserve the natural values of other Protected Areas;
to undertake and stimulate activities to assist in conserving existing
Protected Areas; and
to undertake and stimulate activities to assist in the expansion of
Protected Areas.

What is The Bimblebox Nature Refuge?
Formerly the Glenn Innes Station, the Bimblebox Nature Refuge is an almost
8,000 hectare, 95% uncleared sanctuary in central west Queensland, approximately 500 km west of Rockhampton
and 30 km north west of the town of Alpha. It was purchased in 2,000 to save it from being cleared.
The vegetation is remnant semi-arid woodlands with an understory of native shrubs, forbs and grasses, and has 176
species of birds, including a flock of the endangered Black Throated Finch (Poephila cincta cincta). A small herd of
beef cattle assist with the control of exotic pasture grasses. 56 mammalian, 14 amphibian and 83 reptile species have
also been recorded in the refuge.
Unfortunately, despite an agreement being signed with the Queensland Government to permanently protect the high
conservation values of the property, the Nature Refuge is not automatically protected from mineral exploration and
mining.

What are the Threats?
Principally, the Galilee Basin coal mine. The Galilee Basin is the name of an underground geological formation
containing thermal coal deposits. The map on the next page (obtained from Bimblebox’s website) gives an indication
of the location of The Galilee Basin.
If mining in The Galilee Basin were to go ahead, together with other
planned mines in Alpha and Kevin’s Corner, the drawdown of water
from local aquifers and the Great Artesian Basin would be 5m. This
may not appear significant, but given the scale, the area impacted
would cover 30 km by 100 km, and result in water levels dropping by
up to 70m.
Groundwater is built up over very long time periods, and the overabstraction of groundwater by mining cannot be replenished within
human lifespans.
While the mining companies have denied that there would be any
impact on the Great Artesian Basin, there is too much uncertainty to
be able to verify this claim.

Further mining operations in Queensland would give added stress to the Great Barrier Reef which is already suffering
from coral bleaching and damage from soil run-off, groundings from ships, spills of oil and diesel and the general
build-up of litter that occurs over time.
Landowners and indigenous groups could suffer adverse impacts to their lands. There have been recent examples
of mining companies destroying sacred Aboriginal sites.
More generally, to reduce the impact of human-induced climate change, the use of coal must be phased out, and the
development of coal mines stopped. Indeed, it has been recommended that 80% of remaining fossil fuel reserves
must remain in the ground to avoid dangerous climate change.

What Has Been Done to Protect Bimblebox?
The Bimblebox Alliance have lodged objections to mining operations and continue to advocate for the protection of
the Bimblebox Nature Refuge and other protected areas.
If you are interested in saving Bimblebox Nature refuge from mining, then you can join or volunteer The Bimblebox
Alliance. You can also lobby your MP and other State and Federal politicians to stop developments in important and
sensitive natural areas, and to contact local media to keep the issues alive.

To find out more about Bimblebox, see the website and Facebook pages:
www.bimblebox.org | www.facebook.com/Bimblebox

Queensland Fire and Biodiversity Consortium (QFBC) - www.fireandbiodiversity.org.au
Created in 1998, the Queensland Fire and Biodiversity Consortium (QFBC) is a group of land managers and
stakeholders who are passionate about bushfire management, fire ecology, and the conservation of biodiversity in
Queensland. To facilitate this, the consortium involves themselves in education, community engagement, and applied
research.

QFBC maintains three simple aims:
1.
2.
3.

Education, extension and engagement – providing land managers and holders with evidence-based
information on fire management and biodiversity conservation issues.
Research – investigating knowledge gaps in biodiversity and fire management
Representation and response – undertaking a concerted and coordinated response for matters concerning
regional, state, and national fire management and ecology (including legislation amendments and
government inquiries).

Current programs:
•
•

QFBC offers a research student scholarship, which supports students undertaking Honours, Masters, and
PhD’s research, enabling them to undertake research on fire exclusion effects on wildlife, and the effects of
firefighting retardant on frogs
QFBC also hosts and refers interested parties to a number of conferences involving current fire ecology
research and management

National News
PlantingSeeds - www.ps.org.au
PlantingSeeds (PS) - People, Pollinators, Plants & Produce. PlantingSeeds promotes sustainability and biodiversity
through gardens and the growing, sharing and celebrating of food.
The focus of PlantingSeeds is on fostering environmental sustainability in urban and per-urban environments through
a range of initiatives:
•

The B&B Highway – Bed & Breakfasts for Birds, Bees, Butterflies, Bats and Biodiversity

The ‘Bed and Breakfast’ includes a selection of native pollinating plants and a pollinator habitat for important pollinator
species that are experiencing alarming population declines. Examples include beehives (particularly for stingless
bees); nest boxes and inspect hotels.
These spaces are being installed across Sydney, at schools; community housing;
places of worship and community centres.
Pollinators are essential for the continuation of most of the plants (the ‘flowering’
plants) that we take for granted. Bees, for example, need a diverse community of
flowering plants that bloom throughout spring and summer. These can include
invasive ‘weed’ species. Bees pollinate 70 out of the top 100 crops) although not
wheat, rice and corn). For an entertaining take on the role of bees, watch Bee
Movie.
PlantingSeeds has worked with the NSW Department of Education to develop a curriculum for schools to teach
children about the importance of biodiversity and the positive impact of habitat regeneration

•

The Hive

This is a course, run in collaboration with The Arab Council, to teach people skills in native beekeeping, carpentry
and garden design. The aim is to help bring economic and social benefits to Arab communities in South-Western
Sydney

•

Grow Together

Grow Together is all about helping seniors connect with each other, family, friends and nature.
Born out of the impacts of COVID, and an understanding of how loneliness can affect the health and wellbeing of
seniors, the project leverages interest in gardening, habitat and nature to assist seniors to learn the skills to use a
smartphone. There is a dedicate website for the project: www.gt.org.au
To find out more about PlantingSeeds, check out their website and Facebook pages:
www.ps.org.au | www.facebook.com/PlantingSeedsAU

Total Environment Centre--www.tec.org.au
Main Aims
Total Environment Centre (TEC) believes protecting our
environment and its natural assets is the best way to ensure a
prosperous sustainable future for all Australians and our natural
heritage.

Current Activities
SAVE SYDNEY’S KOALAS CAMPAIGN UPDATE--We and local conservationists won
the argument with the Campbelltown Planning Panel, that any new DA must
accommodate a Koala corridor in the north of the controversial Lendlease Gilead
development, when the Panel imposed an additional 250 m corridor along Menangle
Creek (condition 22A).
Submission to the Inquiry into the Integrity of the NSW Biodiversity Offsets Scheme and
Sydney's Koalas.
Download the PDF:
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/boomerangalliance/pages/1917/attachments/original/1632382440/BiobankSubmission-Aug-2021.pdf?1632382440
Objection to Gilead Rezoning - Planning Proposal - PP 1702/2019 - Stage 1 Gilead. Please download the PDF:
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/boomerangalliance/pages/1917/attachments/original/1632382442/GileadRezoning-19-Aug-2021-TEC-to-CCC.pdf?1632382442

Main Projects
 Australian Microplastic Assessment Project
AUSMAP is creating a network across Australia's coastlines and waterways to collect
data that enables us to measure the scope of microplastic pollution in Australian aquatic
environments - and identify pollution hot spots.
 Waste Not
For almost 2 decades TEC has pushed for recycling infrastructure for all Australian
states. We finally got Container Deposit Legislation in 2017 in NSW and now this has
spread to all states. We are currently campaigning hard with our sister organisation the
Boomerang Alliance for action on plastic pollution and other consumer waste issues to
solve Australia's recycling crisis.
 Pollution-free power accessible to all
TEC has worked for years to encourage the growth of a solar and wind friendly energy supply system. TEC is at the
forefront of the local energy revolution. Some of our current projects include:
• Democratising the energy grid - our new report (June 2021)
• Energy supply resilience in the face of climate change.
• A study into the viability of community scale batteries.
• A change to the energy market rules that would create a market for reductions in peak demand.
• Another rule change that would allow the real costs and benefits of solar and battery exports to the grid to be
reflected in network tariffs.
• Advocacy for networks to invest in technologies like microgrids that would create greater resilience in the
face of the increasing frequency, intensity and length of severe weather events caused by climate change.
 Our cities need more trees and green spaces
To build a powerful network across the metropolitan region, TEC created the
SOS Green Spaces Map, which was featured in the Sydney Morning Herald.
 Ocean Action Pod
The project was originally activated through a grant from the NSW Environmental
Trust, and created by the Total Environment Centre to engage both adults and
children with the growing problem of plastic pollution.

International News
Centre for Liveable Cities (CLC) Singapore
www.clc.gov.sg
By Lauren Dogan, HOPE researcher NSW

Main aims
The Centre for Liveable Cities (CLC) was established in June 2008 by the Ministry of National Development (MND)
and the Ministry of the Environment and Water Resources (MEWR) (now the Ministry of Sustainability and the
Environment (MSE) as a global knowledge centre for liveable and sustainable cities. The Centre’s work spans
research, capability development, knowledge platforms and advisory with an aim to position Singapore as a global
hub for urban solutions.

Events
World Cities Summit, 31 July – 1 August 2022
The 8th World Cities Summit (WCS) will take place at the Sands Expo
and Convention Centre, Marina Bay Sands, Singapore along with the
Asia Infrastructure Forum (AIF). The WCS is a global platform for
government and city leaders, academics, and industry experts to share
innovative solutions and develop new partnerships to make our cities
more liveable, sustainable, and resilient against current and future
disruptions. The AIF is organised by the Ministry of Finance Singapore,
Enterprise Singapore, Monetary Authority of Singapore, and
Infrastructure Asia.
It is the leading platform for infrastructure companies and thought leaders to discuss current regional infrastructure
needs and potential approaches to address areas such as the future state of infrastructure, sustainable investment
and financing, and how technology and innovation can assist in the development of more sustainable infrastructure.
Read more here: www.worldcitiessummit.com.sg

Local Milestone Programmes
The Centre’s local milestone programmes provide Singapore government officers of all levels with insights into the
underlying principles behind the success of Singapore’s urban transformation and highlight the vital role of an
integrated urban systems approach for a liveable and sustainable Singapore.

City Executive Leaders Programme
The City Executive Leaders (City EXCEL) Programme is a 5-day practitioner-led
and project-based landmark foundation course designed for junior to mid-level
Public Service officers with more than one year of working experience. The
programme facilitates the exchange of experience amongst Public Service
officers, Singapore pioneers and industry experts whilst promoting networking to
adopt a complete government approach in solving current and future urban
challenges.

Executive Development & Growth Exchange Programme
The Executive Development & Growth Exchange Programme (EDGE) is a practitioner-led course designed for young,
high-performing middle management Singapore Public Service officers in the I&E sector who demonstrate leadership
potential and seek to obtain wider perspectives on the urban development of Singapore.

Leaders in Urban Governance Programme
The Leaders in Urban Governance Programme (LUGP) is a practitioner-led course for high-performing senior
Singapore Public Service officers in the I&E sector. The programme analyses current issues and challenges faced
by agencies for delegates to understand the thinking behind policies to adopt cross-sectoral, cross-disciplinary, and
integrated approaches through urban systems seminars, overseas study trips and networking.
Newsletter: To join the CLC mailing list -- https://form.gov.sg/#!/5b979d16c46ff8000f712857
Follow us on

at www.facebook.com/CLCsg

Places You Love (PYL) Alliance Members
Bats and Trees Society of Cairns - batsoc.org.au
By Lauren Dogan, HOPE researcher NSW
Completing Environmental Science & Management (Applied Earth Sciences) degree

Main aims
The Bats and Trees Society of Cairns is a non-profit organisation that works with bat
carers, conservation groups and governments to conserve the Spectacled Flying-fox
and enable people to live in harmony with all bats.

Work with local rescue groups
The Bats and Trees Society of Cairns engage with the community to raise
public awareness through school talks and community events and work with
local rescue groups and bat carers by providing financial assistance for the
care of injured or orphaned bat pups/adults.

Current campaigns
The Spectacled flying-fox is an essential pollinator and seed disperser for
the Wet Tropics and is listed as Endangered internationally on the IUCN
Red List, nationally under the EPBC Act and under Queensland’s
threatened species legislation with Australian populations decreased by
over 80% since 2004. The Bats and Trees Society of Cairns work with local
legislators to protect and raise awareness of these native bats.

Tip of the month:

